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Background Information:
1.

Description of research need:

Facial comparison (the comparison of two or more unfamiliar facial images to determine whether they
depict the same individual) is distinct within forensic disciplines, as all individuals have some level of innate
ability in the task. Academic research has demonstrated that even with high quality imagery innate ability
varies significantly between individuals [1] and that the error rates associated with facial comparison by lay
persons are much higher than those associated with familiar facial recognition (identification of someone
known to the observer) [2]. As image quality decreases [3] or other challenges are introduced, such as nonmatching expression or pose [4] , the error rate for facial comparison increases.
To date a small number of studies have demonstrated that trained facial examiners outperform laypersons
in facial comparison tasks [5],[6],[7],[8] but there has been limited research into what benefit training has
contributed to the greater ability of these individuals. Current research has shown some training benefit
from providing feedback on facial comparison trials [9], working in pairs to facilitate learning [10] and
instructing trainees to use a facial feature checklist [11]. Conversely other training strategies, such as
classifying the shape of features [12], providing basic training in anatomy and photography [13] and
instruction using short online courses [13] have been shown to have no notable benefit for facial
comparison ability. These studies have been conducted on non-professional populations (e.g.
undergraduate students) and do not accurately represent how facial comparison training courses are
conducted by many agencies or the types of trainees who undertake them.
There is a pressing need to conduct empirical validation of current facial comparison training courses for
operational personnel to determine what aspects of training are required to improve facial comparison
ability. This will ensure the quality of training material and provide OSAC with the necessary data to write
standards in training in facial comparison.
The UK Metropolitan Police Service, in collaboration with the Open University have funded a PhD
program within their Forensic Facial Comparison Unit to research this issue (commencing this year), which
in collaboration with OSAC and NIST can address this pressing research need.
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3a. In what ways would the research results improve current laboratory capabilities?
This research will provide empirical research to inform laboratories on how to effectively train their staff in
facial comparison, improving the quality and reliability of facial comparison tasks and ensuring that training
is delivered cost-effectively to address this need.
3b. In what ways would the research results improve understanding of the scientific basis for the
subcommittee(s)?
Many laboratories are providing training in facial comparison but there has been very limited research into
how effective such training programs are. This research will validate the effectiveness of facial comparison
training and allow laboratories to update their training programs as appropriate.
3c. In what ways would the research results improve services to the criminal justice system?
This research will ensure that personnel undertaking facial comparisons have received effective training and
testing to make sure they are competent at the task and produce reliable and accurate results. This training
is relevant to the entire spectrum of personnel conducting facial comparisons, from forensic facial
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examiners to facial reviewers adjudicating the results of automated systems to facial assessors working as
border guards.
4. Status assessment (I, II, III, or IV):
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research is being
conducted

Major gap in
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I

III
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This research need has been identified by one or more subcommittees of OSAC and is being provided as an
informational resource to the community.
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